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Introduction

This study has been commissioned by MOOMKEN as its contribution to CMI’s project on 
supporting media  sector dialogue in Libya.

The media in Libya has witnessed a  significant development through fluctuating  periods  
between the founding stage and the official start of media,  which occurred firstly after the 
country's independence in the middle of the last century, and then through a periodic setback 
and a large diminish in rights where the media and press'  basic freedom was confiscated i.e 
through almost  all of Gaddafi's ruling period. Eventually the media returned  to its stages 
of incorporation and start off  during the first two years of the February 17 revolution where 
it faced challenges of a new kind, and obtaining relatively similar results to periodic rule of 
Giddafi  with however a  fundamental difference in that the ceiling of freedom is still much 
higher compared to what it was at the time of Gaddafi's rule.
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 The media before February 17 

All those who have written about the Libyan media agree that it  saw a constituent  
good start after the country's independence in 1951, when Colonel Qaddafi  received 
power. At the time there was a moderately successful Ministry of Media and a 
good  margin of freedom of expression through the TV stations, radio channels, 
newspapers and magazines both public and private. In fact Gaddafi approved of this 
positive state of the Libyan media in the first years of his reign, in the sense that he 
was not openly involved in restrictions on the media, but he simply added a touch of 
«revolution» through the issuance of new media channels, including «Al-Thawra» 
(The Revolution) newspaper, or the usage of  tactical speech on  television and the  
radio.  In addition to the confusion he resulted in by taking apart the Ministry of 
Media  and then re-forming  in 1972.
The beginnings of a radical change in the Libyan media march of time Gaddafi's 
rule was with the launch of the Cultural Revolution in April 1973, when  the 
Ministry of Media was abolished once again , the media was subjected  to  the same 
revolutionary ideas followed by the nationalization and the abolition of the private 
press,  regime supporters took over both the media and the press and those who refused 
the hegemony of power over  the media and the press were  prosecuted. Although  
specialized press existence at the time, it did not differ in its ideology as it supported 
the governmental  media and glorified the revolution, Gaddafi and his ideas, the 
word «revolution» took an upper seat on all media devices and institutions, and the 
leaders of the revolutionary committees  became the leaders of media organizations.
The Ministry of media  returned after nearly a decade under the name of the 
Secretariat of the People's Committee of Media and  Culture, and the public radio 
changed its  name to the General Authority for  Radio of Great Jamahiriya under the 
supervision of the General People's Committee for Media and Culture.  The ministry 
was then reorganized in 1993, where it introduced a General Management for Media, 
Culture and Mass Recruitment whose function was to  promote the  «Third Universal 
Theory»  and to stand up and fight what was seen as  «destructive thinking» by the 
governmental system at the time.
The media landscape was vacant of the ministry with the beginning of the millennium 
as it was inherited in 2001 to the General Organization for Mass Media as a body 
belonging to the presidential ministry, but it did not take long as the ministry was 
reintroduced in 2004.
What observers considered an important development in the media path during the 
Gaddafi  reign came with the emergence of Saif al-Islam (son of Gadafi) on the 
scene and launched a parallel official media co operation who had higher ceiling 
of freedoms relative to that of the regime and has ideologies  far from a closed 
revolutionary psychology. But Saif al-Islam did not succeed in overcoming obstacles 
to the freedom of the media and the press, where they confiscated his  TV station and 
newspapers , but it was an important experience which  coincided with the aspirations 
of the Libyan people whom  wished to be free of restrictions on the media.
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The Media after 17th February 

There is no doubt that the revolution of 17 February  opened doors to free media and 
stripped the  power from most of the media and press' domination tools. The country 
witnessed a well-liked and popular  media turnover represented by  the launch of a 
number of private satellite channels, dozens of radio stations and dozens of newspapers 
and magazines. In addition social networking sites witnessed a  revolution where 
large numbers of  Libyans surfed  them consequently  becoming not only an important 
source of news and information but also means of polarization and divergence and 
conflict. This unlimited opening of opportunity prepared the younger elements of the 
media world to enter  the field, specialize, develop and innovate, in return the high 
ceiling of freedom - in the absence of sufficient awareness and the absence of the 
ruling controls contributed to the chaos  which distorted the media landscape.

According to the poll, conducted by MEMBERSHIP «Altai» between February and 
April 2013, 99% of Libyans are watching satellite television, 58 percent listen to the 
radio, and in third place comes online surfing by 40%, while reading newspapers 
doesn’t  exceeds 11%(1). Also the poll revealed that two years after the revolution, 
the proportion of Libyans whom watch Libyan satellite channels have increased, and 
became dependent on it to obtain news of national and local affairs, where 38% of 
Libyan admitted that Libyan television is their main source of information, and 35% 
mainly watch the Libyan channels, compared to 19%  whom watch global channels(2).

The official beginning of the media movement was unstable due to the  cancellation 
of the Ministry of Media after it part of the Interim  Council's Executive Office in 
2011. The decision welcomed by journalists and media professionals. But the need 
to regulate the media pushed the Transitional Council to form a media committee to 
discuss media policy. Therefore the independent commission was  suspended  before 
the end of 2011 and became media affairs under the supervision of the Ministry of 
Culture, a shift that may be considered by practitioners of journalism an attempt to 
strengthen the government's control of the media sector(3).

In addition to the official media committee, a  communications and media center was 
established that managed the public relations department for the government. The 
center will also oversee in the future the registration  of foreign journalists. It is said 
that in fact it is a branch of the Media Center, which was founded in Benghazi since 
the early days of the revolution(4).

1- Reporters 11 February 2015: http://www.correspondents.org/ar/node/6155

2- Same source

3- Anya Volenberg: an overview of the reality of the media in Libya today: http://www.reinventinglibya.org/ar/overview.php

4- Same source
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The challenge of rationing the media after 17th  February

A significant feature in the Libyan media after February 2011 was the uncertainty of 
its legalization, which would  ensure its development,  help the media effectively  raise  
awareness and contribute  to its fight against all aspects of despotism and corruption, 
where none of the legislatures elected or any of the successive governments were 
successful in regulating the  media sector in a way that will achieve the desired balance 
between state and society. In addition an agreement was not reached on certain  media 
policies and principles that would regulate media work, further more  the official 
media stakeholders  did play their anticipated roles nor their  fundamental objective 
of which was the development of both the official media and civil media.

Media professionals and journalists also faced difficult conditions during the past four 
years ranging from direct threats and repeated attacks, where the Libyan Center for 
Press Freedom recorded the number  of attacks on journalists, which included killings 
and abductions, and found that the year 2015 was the most violent year  against the 
media  as the center recorded  about 20 cases of assault(5).

5 Reporters 11 February 2015 http://www.correspondents.org/ar/node/6155
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The basic features of the media scene after February 2011

Great openness and unlimited freedom for the  media during the years 2011 and 2012 
did not last, as the Libyan media entered a sharp turn due to political conflicts, regional 
channeling  and partisan and categorical alignments, in addition to that the weakness 
of state institutions and the predominance of armed groups. Consequently  the media, 
press, media professionals and journalists underwent  great pressure and many of 
them were subjected to direct  attack, which has had serious repercussions on the 
media landscape, which  can be summed up as follows;  the Libyan media attributes  
post-February 2011 are as follows:

- The absence of regulations  and lack of a regulatory framework of laws, policies and 
codes of honor.
- Lack of expertise and competencies on media and press  in state institutions.
- A great momentum and a huge surge in the media establishment, and then a receding 
in a limited number of them.
- The emergence of a large segment of the «amateur» in the media landscape and the 
lack of professionals and expertise .
- Low quality media content   and weakness of the  level of media  output.
- A decline in the quality and creativity of production and direction which lead to 
repeated idea limited within a certain box of thinking. 
- The lack of credibility, a lack of professionalism and objectivity and lack of neutrality 
in the news.
- Agitation, incitement and negative packing in favor of regional, partisan or personal 
goals.
- Redundancy in program content and mechanisms, which are mostly of a talk show 
template.
- a continuous focus on political and security files, and the neglect of social and cultural 
fields.
- Inattention to  priorities of the transitional phase and an inability to deal with it in a 
way that serves the democratic transition.
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Efforts to legalize the media after February 17, 2011

To start off we reiterate that there is no law regulating the media in Libya, and what 
can be invoked in this regard is a legal reference to the Penal Code and the promise 
of its materials. There are many forms of crimes or misdemeanors that exist in the 
media and journalism world, such as insult and defamation, libel and slander, inciting 
and provoking civil war in the country and undermining national unity, something 
seen practiced  every day in many of the Libyan media including satellite channels, 
newspapers, and news sites and social media.

At the operational level, there is a specialized attorney office for the press that are 
supposed to receive complaints against the media, but they «rarely receive any 
complaints» as reported by its President, Mr. Abdul Latif  Gadoor, who  said to the» 
Reporters « that the total number of cases opened against the Press did not exceed ten 
in 2013 «. During the five years since the outbreak of the revolution very limited cases 
were known for prosecution due to slander, a most notable case was the arrest of the 
editor of The Nation›s newspaper  in December 2012 after the publication of his paper 
the names of 84 judges accused of corruption and he was charged with insulting the 
constitutional and public authorities in accordance with Article 195 of the Penal Code.

Also the issue of the political activist Jamal Alhaji in December 2013, was trialed on 
charges of defamation and convicted eight months in prison and a fined of 400,000 
Libyan dinars, due to his appearance in a broadcast on a national channel in February 
2013 program, where he openly criticized Foreign Affairs and International Cooperation 
Ministers, Mohamed Abdelaziz, and Mahmoud Jibril, head of the Alliance National 
Forces party, and a number of other politicians and some public figures, whom he 
accused of plotting against the Libyan revolution (7).

The efforts to legalize the Libyan media crystallized with the formation of the interim 
government, headed by Dr. Abdul Rahim Alkeeb  early 2012. However, the Al Keeb 
government did not succeed in presenting a integrated law draft nor one untidily  
agreed by by the parties concerned, and instead  issued a series of regulatory controls 
that relate to the monitoring, the installation and the demarcation of media channels.

As for the role of the General National Congress it›s media and culture committee 
has competent to  sought from the relevant committees in the National Conference to 
undertake the task of contributing to producing a  legislation to regulate the media and 
guarantee the rights of the media and media professionals, but they failed in this role, 
and did not succeed in passing the draft law submitted by the Government of Zidane 
represented by the Minister of Media  Mohammed bin Saud.

6-Reporters 11 February 2015 http://www.correspondents.org/ar/node/6155
7-Araby Algadid: June 24, 2014
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The legalization project  submitted by the Ministry of Media in the government of 
Ali Zeidan was the subject of controversy, not only between the government , civil 
media and society, but even debated about within corridors of the ministry where it 
was rejected by those  active in the ministry, including Undersecretary of Technical 
Affairs Dr. Lamia Bosadra, and her reservations  return to the fact  that the law was 
below the required ambition and includes provisions that  threaten the freedom of the 
media and the press, including the item relating to the right of the executive branch to 
confiscate the property of the media in the event of the authorities being  concerned  
without a court ruling. And  Dr. Lamia Bosadra saw that the continuation of missing 
a legislative process , which is replaced by referring  to the civil law is far better than 
the issuance of a defective law which may contribute to the distortion and aggravation 
of the media landscape.

An assigned Committee in the General National Congress summoned the agents 
within the ministry and cleared that the reservation against the legalization project  
was not confined to journalists and other activists, but also from within the leadership 
of the ministry-level therefore project was put away and despite some efforts within 
the conference to bring it to vote  they did not succeed(8).

No legislative restrictions on the freedom of the media were recorded by the legislative 
authorities during the three years after February 2011, except for the decision made 
by the  National Congress to suspend and deny  access to broadcast some satellite 
channels, where he called foreign ministries  and media ministries «to take the necessary 
measures to ensure the end  and prevention of later access to broadcast of all channels 
that counter the revolution of  February 17 and whom  work to destabilize the security 
and stability of the country, or spread discord and dissension among the Libyans. The 
law however  was hotly criticized by the organization «Reporters without borders»(9).

At the level of executive authorities  numerous complaints were received that 
considered the foreign media office in the Rescue Government and Media and Culture 
Commission of the Interim Government an obstacle  for the media journey  and that 
it imposes restrictions on the media and press freedom.

The International Federation of Journalists has issued a statement in December 2015 
condemning threats from  the interim government to Libyan journalists based on the 
declaration told by Omri Qoara, president of the Media and Culture Commission 
then, in this regard, prompting the government to issue a statement evacuating its 
responsibility for the threats made by Alqoara, and held him fully responsible with 
resulting legal liability, pointing out that those statements are just personal opinions 
and do not reflect the position of the Interim Government(10).

8 - Dr. Lamia Bosadra Undersecretary of Technical Affairs at the Ministry of Information in the interim government of Prime Minister Ali Zeidan

9. Alaraby Algadid: Previous source

10. Libya channel HD: 11 December 2015
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The political agreement which was signed mid-December 2015 included guidance 
on media where the fifteen principle of general principles was addressed and 
initiated the agreement: «The rejection of the use of the media of all its kinds in the 
incitement of hatred, blasphemy, mistrust, intolerance, extremism and defamation 
and all aspects of discrimination and contempt.»

 Article (14) of the Agreement focused on media and identified a definitive formula 
that:

1. No member of the party is allowed to form an agreement or to participate in any 
media campaign aimed at inciting or promoting any form of violence or the threat 
of civil peace and national unity
2. The parties to this agreement must support the use of media to promote 
reconciliation and tolerance, national unity and public awareness of this Agreement.

The draft constitution has been dedicated to Article 47 of its articles, which exceed 
the 200 items on media and the media channels and it came reading as follows:
The State shall guarantee freedom, pluralism and independencecof the press and 
media andthe right of citizens in the ownership of its various means.It then should 
be organized to what is consistent with the foundations of a democratic society 
and Libyan privacy and prohibit it to be stopped without a court order and to only 
resolve with a court order.

The political agreement which was signed mid-December 2015 included guidance 
on media where the fifteen principle of general principles was addressed and 
initiated the agreement: «The rejection of the use of the media of all its kinds in the 
incitement of hatred, blasphemy, mistrust, intolerance, extremism and defamation 
and all aspects of discrimination and contempt.»
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The  civil and elitist movement was actively working towards the legalization and regulation 
of the Libyan media in order to ensure its development and prevent its deviation. There 
were numerous initiatives and intensified efforts to issue laws regulating the media, and it 
was the Council of freedom who had an initial contribution in this respect. However  what 
distinguished it from other, was it sought to work in partnership or coordination with the 
government. It indeed run  consultative meetings between the Council and the Ministry of 
Media  in 2013 and one of the objectives was the formation of a joint committee tasked 
with preparing a law process draft, but the initiative did not work and the reasons were 
mentioned previously concerning the disputes within the Ministry of Media, and the security 
conditions that prevented it to continue.

Parallel to the efforts of legislation and regulating the media, was a plan to set up a code 
of media honor sponsored by civil society organizations with jurisdiction, and to hold a 
large gatherings.  The most important meeting was in Gado, then Benghazi and Tripoli, 
which included hundreds of media workers and journalists, and emanated from it was the 
Higher Council for Media, during the years 2012 and 2013, where the elected president 
of the Council gained the adoption of the Chairman of the Transitional Council and was 
proceeded to issue decisions, including decisions to appoint the staff of the Council. 

The Alkeeb  Governement preferred  overlooking the  council , but the council faced severe 
opposition from the Media  Minister during Interim Government , Youssef al-Sharif, which 
lead to disabling the council and rearrange the administrative and legal status of some 
which lead  career based issues.

Previously referred to meetings resulted in the preparation of a draft of code of conduct , a 
honor adopted by the Higher Media Council whom  took on the draft and it was  received 
by the media and press groups whom also accepted it, but it was not as regulating nor 
as orderly as it should have been hence the  media performance and media landscape 
remained uncommitted to its decisions.

Civil society and media regulating initiatives
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Challenges to the evolving free media in Libya

The ironic collision of the  freedom of media with the country's  stability which is regarded 
as a factor of chaos or a state of political and security instability factors whic are evident 
and visible in the media landscape and is contributing to the interpretation of the situation, 
which is pushing to restriction of media and press freedom, which threatens the democratic 
transition, given that the most important tools and the most important outcomes is press 
and media freedom. And we are able to sum up the most important challenges the new 
media in Libya faces as follows:

- Political polarization, regional, tribal and ideological conflict which has contaminated the 
Libyan situation and increased the magnitude of the obstacles preventing the development  
of an organized and promising  media vision.
- The security threat that affects the media and journalists by armed groups because of 
their response to the breakdown of security and its refusal against the practices of these 
groups.
- Failure of agreement between those whom are actively  concerned with  media and 
press elements on an optimal approach to the media law and on creating an agreement 
on  media honor instead they surrendered  to the overwhelming circumstances and 
challenges and they became satisfied with a  dissatisfying situation which to say the least 
is an unhealthy environment for the growth and evolution of the media.
- The failure to develop media cadres and severe shortage of national technical cadres 
where the dependence on specialized foreign elements by the local media exposed it to 
great shocks and volatility when  most foreigners left the country during the past two years.
- Lack of national funding and the entry of foreign money on the line and its dominance and 
control over the local media hence that the most important channels are foreign-funded 
and work for the benefit of their agendas and/or support to local allies.
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Working towards the ideal media law

A good foundation is needed for the development of a stable and prone to improvement  
media, a foundation which takes  into account a range of political, economic and social 
factors. In addition it should be in the forefront to  issue a  media law which takes into 
consideration all the recent developments and contributes to the enforcement of a media 
environment optimum for freedom of speech  and works on  achieving a high level of 
development in various fields taking into account the appropriate time to issue this law.

The law should take into account the following considerations:

1. the law needs to strengthen the freedom of media and press, and contribute to the 
democratic transition and is dedicated to the practice of democracy, cultural diversity, civil 
rights, patriotism, equality and respect for the principle of the rule of law, which includes 
raising public awareness of its role in the protection and development of media free 
and independent from the state and its role in the democratic transition and democratic 
practice.

2. the media needs to  contribute to the transition to institutions state and to highlight 
the role of institutions, particularly the army, police and stay further away from all the 
manifestations of chaos and non-state, most importantly the proliferation of weapons and 
armed groups.

3. to ensure that the law creates a climate that encourages the development of artistic 
creativity in the field of media and guarantees the right of expression through the means of 
a free and independent media.

4. The law should broaden the participation of media in cultural life and communicate 
with all the media co-operations  to make them a platform for the  innovations, needs and 
concerns of the public.

5. The law adopts communicate with external expertise and benefit from international 
experience with the regulation of foreign relations with domestic media particularly with 
regards to funding.

6. It is important that the law pushes towards professionalism, objectivity, impartiality and 
accuracy in news dissemination and ensures to  take deterrent measures in the event of 
ignoring  the principles and values of media work and fair journalism.

7. Guarantee the rights of all media to defend itself against any accusation and through 
rapid democratic and fair litigation and prevent the erosion or face any coercive action 
from the executive branch whether unilaterally or arbitrarily.
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9.exceptional  media laws are those that find a successful balance between the rights 
and responsibilities of the media.  Where the law guarantees the independence of  
media - and journalists - and promises freedom when exposed to pressure or arbitrary 
sanctions, in return ensure that it takes full responsibility for its  mistakes and the 
effect of those  errors on both  legal personals and ordinary people in a way that 
compels the damage completely.

10. To oblige the executive bodies involved in media  to do everything possible to 
develop the Libyan media by providing financial and moral support for the means of 
media according to what is known and supported in the developed countries or those 
that have experience in a building a good foundation especially concerning  logistical 
services and funding to ensure a competitive balance and to stimulate the private 
sector and civil society to play its role in the development of the local media.
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The optimal approach for the preparation of the draft of media regulation law

1) Media Law is not an authentic task for the government  both the executive and 
legislative, albeit concerned with the issuance of the law, because the law affects the 
two major targets, the media and  the audience that benefits  from public media services. 
Consequently, any attempt  to  develop a law that exceeds the right of the two above 
components will not be the optimal approach in fact it may not succeed in light of the 
popular freedom movement  after February 2011. However a fair attempt  should be 
provided  to prepare a draft for the  media law while providing the opportunity for all 
the concerned organizations, specialized journalists, intellectuals and activists in all 
the relative  fields to have their say and to place their greatest efforts, in for those who 
are expertise to put in their most effective work  via  civil community organizations.
2) The law requires an atmosphere of stability and political consensus, and it would be 
useless to try drafting and adopting it under a divisional atmosphere  of political and 
social conflict, therefore the government is obliged to take over full supervision of the 
process of preparing a law draft to ensure the participation of all stakeholders in all 
over the country and ensure their participation in its preparation.
3) The media today is different from the media two or three decades ago, the technical 
development in media has provided  new methods that require precision when dealing 
with them, so it is necessary that specialists  in all departments of the media contribute 
in the preparation of the draft law so that the law is in support of the positive and 
against the negative when  producing  and using all the media technologies.
4) There is a positive accumulation of regional and international experiences of countries 
that have been through the same conditions as Libya and they have developed a media 
law. Therefore it is necessary that those of  competence and great expertise  of local 
and international experience contribute to the study and draw of similar situations to 
help provide advice on how to overcome the difficulties and errors that others have 
made or that we are currently struggling through.
5) The best approach for the preparation of The Media Regulation Law is for the unions 
and media co operations and specialized organizations and journalists to organize 
workshops which  conclude  the content of the law which will then be forwarded by 
the executive authority concerned (the Ministry of media or the like) to the people of 
jurisdiction to revise a way that does not take prejudice on the substance, particularly 
an incision on the freedom and independence of the media, and make it compatible 
with modern and sophisticated laws in order for it to representable to  the legislative 
bodies to approve it.
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Certainly the absence of a code of honor media or a code of conduct in the field of media 
and journalism contributes to the deviation and derailment of the media and the press 
performance from the positive and constructive role, in fact the lack of this type of binding 
rules has contributed significantly to fueling conflict and aggravating the Libyan situation 
on all political, security and social levels, thus there is no room for thinking that there would 
be morally conduct  media work in the lack of a code of conduct. Hence it is important that 
the following is taken into account:

1) Media Honor Code is a demand from the locals, the community and is a  responsibility 
carried out by independent specialists and it should be handled by specialized communities 
related to media and journalist whether  associations, organizations or coalitions strongly 
linked to media and press work. In addition to working with a wide range of media channels 
and journalists whom are not associated to any media or press civil society institutions.

2) It is important to build a social movement, which has built an acceptable result with 
regards to the Code of Honor and its contents during the years since the February 2011 
especially united media forums outputs which was early referred to, and make it the 
starting point for any entrepreneur's work in this regard.

3) to  ensure that a part of the approach from those responsible in developing  a code of 
honor or a media code of conduct is an adoption of the needed mechanisms to implement 
the decided code  and  make certain that they are obeyed by all the officers of the  law to 
prevent  the code simply being  ink on paper.

4) the code and the accompanying efforts should  include mechanisms to facilitate the 
transfer of agreed rules of professional conduct to all media and press institutions and to 
provide the necessary technical support for the inclusion of media and editorial policies in 
the different media and press institutions.

Towards a consensual code of honor for media 



Conclusion

The state of the Libyan media today is  miserable because of the critical situation the country is 
in. The most prominent cause to the restriction of  freedom  is the fear of media to the threats  of 
murder, kidnapping and physical assault. The political state of polarization and conflict enhances 
the problem as it divided the media institutions into two department where each department 
supports a political party, as well as the absence of legislation, and the inability of the judiciary 
and judicial institutions to achieve justice and protect journalists and media institutions.

Hence  to any effort to reform and develop the media sector is directly linked to the  improvement 
of the  political and security situation in the country.  In the case that the political situation remains 
as it is then the efforts for the development of the media sector through the issuance of a new 
media protection law or an agreement on a media honor contract will not gain any positive effect 
except within the regional or local authorities.




